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Introduction

When I vasasked to participate in this symposium I was happy to agree.

It seems, that.Charlie Reigeluth and Dave Merrill and I. have an informal dis-

cussion on the nature. of instructional theory each year in the corridors of

AERA. Thus-, #LIssImipositmiseemed.like,an eiccellentway to forialize this

year's discussion and to forceme to do my homework.

I must confess, however, that I was bit surprised when._papers concerning

elaboration theory, began to ,appear in my-mailbox. Im111.1 I received well over.

a dozen documents, totally between 400 to 500 pages. You can imagine me

walking around with a 4-inch thick set of papers and reading them in spare

moments in-airportsv dentists'oyffices, and late 'at night in bed. From this

mass of .information-about elaboration theory .my first conclusion was.that,

elaboration theory is indeed a weighty matter.

.1..1*w..t4en as my task in this symposihm to deal with four questions:

(l)tWhstiselaborationithepryZ. (2) What are the positive features of the'

-theory? (3) What features need further development? (4) How does the theory

fit in with cognitive theories of human learning? I will now address each of

these questions in turn.
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Definition of Elaboration Theory'

Aftev receiving my packet of papers about elaboration theory, my first

goal_was to try to understand what elaboration theory had to say. One of the

first things I learned was that the theory had three general characteristics

(1) Elaboration theory is a prescriptive theory of instruction-rather than a

descriptive theory of learning. Thus it is'aimed at telling "how tO' instruct,

rather than at telling 'how" people leatn. (2) Alsb, elaboration-theory focuses

on how to structure andvarganize
isubject.mattere.. Thus t is A theory about

the structure and organization.of material rather than the specific material

itself. (3) Finally, elaboration, theory attempts to be consittant with ex-

fisting research findings concerning human\learniug, memory and cognition. It

0attempts. to be consistent:with cognitive psychology. AA 'I gleened. these points

from the papers.on elaborationthelary,I
toomyselk; "These are fine genetal

characteristics, notr lets get some details."

Two,principalfeatures 4f: elaboration theoiy seem to:,te mentioned.repeat-

edly in the writings. First, instruction should proceed from the ieneral to

thsspecific.- The general context shoUld be ,presentedfirst. Theiauthors

refer to.thicrissue aw"Sequeteing:". Second, each part needs to be elaborated

upon. For examplei.each part should be related to the general context and with
Th.

other parts. is referred to as synthesizing:" A typical quote

from the _'authors showathe'importance
of 'sequencing 'and dynthediiing:- "The

elaboration model,of-instruttio*Starts the student With a Very broad, general

View of the subjEt matter to be taught. Then it divides-the tubjett.matter

into part,, elaborates on each:of thoSeparts, divides thane parts ifiid parts,

.elaborates., ow each; of. those subparts, and' so on until; the kriawIeage has reached'

*the desired level,of detail and. complexity." ' .

$
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I am particularly interested in these two ideas of general-to-be-detailed

sequencing and synthesizing. In describing the sequencing procedure,the

authors introduce the epitome--a very general and brief summary of the to-be-

presented content area. In some ways the epitome seemed like an advance organ-

izer because it is intended to provide a general context for all new incoming

information. In any case, the authors leave one with the impression that

generating epitomes for subject matter is a crucial steps

In describing the process of synthesizing, there was emphasis on learning_

by understanding--that is on learning by mapping new information into existing

knowledge. For example, the systhesizing procedure "makes parts of subject

matter more meaningful to the student by showing their context, that is by

showing how they fit into a larger picture." The emphasis on "fitting into a

larger picture" is, thus, a powerful and central idea.

I was also ; articularly struck by the authors' 'Claims that elaboration

techniques would'result in "meaningful learning." For example, in various

papers elaboration theory is proported to enhance long-term retention,atudents

enjoyment, and students' motivation.

Useful Aspects of Elabortion Theory

Elaboration Theory provides many potentially useful distinctions and

taxonomies, such as the distinction between sequencing and synthesizing. I

also agree with the authors that the creation of a general theory of instruc-

tion would be a great aid to teachers, curriculum designers, and others. These

authors are to be applauded for their attempts to mold a general, theory of

instruction. I also was pleased to see that the authors have attempted-to bass

the theory on existing psychological literature; apparently, psychology has

something useful to say. Thus, in general, I think the authors have_their

collective heart in the right place.

5
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The general .p inciples they seem to have based elaboration theory upon

resonate well with ur current understanding of human learning and cognition.

For example, three hemes are: (1) emphasis on the context of learning, (2)

emphasis on elaboratio or connections with cognitive structure, and (3) em-

phasis on "fitting into a larger picture." All of these ideas are consistent

with current emphasis in cognitive psychology on the role of organization and

structure, the role of rehearsal and elaborative processes, the relation

between new knowledge and prior knowledge.

These general ideas are also consistent with a long history of research on

the psychology of meaningful learning. Many of the general comments I read in

the documents that were sent to me could have been written by a Bartlett or a

Katona, For example, Bartlett's famous emphasis on "effort after meaning" is

based on the idea that learning involves "connecting something that is given

with something other than itself." Ox, gatona's famous distinction between

learning by memorizing and learning by understanding plays on allowing the

learner to build "structural relations"--i.e., to see how each part fits into

larger structure.

Criticisms of,Elaboration Theory

One cannot read a developing theory like elaboration theory without coming

away with some constructive criticisms. .1 have tried to limit myself to my

favorite fourcriticisms rather than produce an exhaustive list.

Vagueness. My first comment concerns the level of specificity of elabor-

ation theory. It is difficult to know how to evaluate a theory as broad as

elaboration theory. There IA a sense in which the authors are working against

the'reitteist because.they are building a general theory at a time when most

psychologists'-have opted for building very small theories for very limited

domains. Thus, elaboration theory, though itdoes define each termsuch as
se

epitome or,synthesizing--still does not achieve a level of clarity and spec-

6
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ificity that one would prefer. The general ideas sound reasonable at a general

'level but.it gets hard to pin down what is meant by things like "fitting

Into a larger picture" or "providing a general structure." Thus, I would like

to see tune theory become far more clear and specific.

Empirical tests. A second comment concerns the need for empirical support

of aspects of the theory. I do not object to a general theory, but it should _

be possible to derive some testable predictions of the theory. Many of the

terms that are defined with such a sense of authority--such as "general-to-
,

d7tailed" sequencing or providing epitomes--can really be thought of as em-

pirical questions. What is an epitome? What is sythesizing? What effects do

they have on learning? Empirical questions such as these require such greater

attention.

Theoretical mechanisms. We also need to know how and why elaboration

techniques work. That are the cognitive mechanisms which underlie the effective-

ness of the instructional techniques? We do not really have an elaboration

theory or model until we can specify the mechanisms. For now, it is more

properly called elaboration technology- -a "how to do it" procedure. We would

have a far more powerful instructional technology if we could get a better

handle on the underlying cognitive mechanf6mi.

Analysis of stimulus. Finally, there is a sense in which this theory

focuses more on an analysis of the st +mnlus than on an analysis of the learner's

informationPrWeildes-;---This-theory--seemil tefir, Within the task analysis,

tradition. Task analysis has provento be a powerful tool and a useful tool.

However, it would be an even more useful tool if it focused on the learner. A

theory of instruction should be based on analysis of the information processing

of the learner as-well as an analysis of the stimulus materials. I am suggesting

that the theory focus more on the learner and what is going on in the learner's

head.
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In summary my reading of the "basic" papers of elaboration theory to date

suggest that the technology of elaboration is running far ahead of the science

of elaboration. By this I mean that elaboration theory seems to do a better

_job of. telling us "how to do" than of telling us "why to do." This problem can

be attacked on each of the fronts I have outlined above: by being more specific

(e.g., by telling what "fitting into a larger picture" means, or what defines a

"general context," or what is the nature of "meaningful learning "), by pro-

viding empirical tests of the predictions of elaboration theory, by specifying

the cognitive mechanisms which underlie elaboration theory, and by focusing on

internal cognitive processes and states. In short, we need to know how and why

elaboration techniques influence learning.

Comparison.with Theories

Hy fourth task in this presentation is to compare the elaboration theory

of instruction, with existing cognitive theories of human learning, and in

particular, with what has been called "assimilation theory." HoW are cognitive

theories of instruction (suCh as elabOration'theory) similar to Cognitive

:theories of learning, (such .as assimilation theory)? Both deal with how infor

'mation is acquired, stored, and retrieved by a person. Both deal with factors

which influence the outcome of learning. HoWever, the two types of theories

also differ in important ways. Elaboration theory foCuses on a technology for

how to prenent the stimuluS material for various desired outcome performances.

Cognitive theories of.learning'focus on the information processes and structures

which are involved in learning new information. If we view the main variables

as the stimulus,the.response, and
the.internallognitiveactivity, then'the

present version of elaboration theory focuses on the stimulus while' cognitive

theories _of learning_foeuson_theinternal
activity.
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Elaboration theory is designed to become a general theory of instruction

which is consistent with cognitive theOries of human learning. As such, many

of the criticisms I raised in the previous section could be alleviated if elab-

oration theory could be related'to a correspondingly broad theory of learning.

Unfortunately, cognitive psychology has not yet developed a general theory.of

learning. The closest we have come to developing general cognitive theories of

learning are chat the organizers of this symposium call "assimilation theory"
A

And "schema theory." Since my fellow panel member, Andrew Ortony, has already

discussed "schema theory," I will focus on what has been called "assimilation

theory."

I must begin by suggesting thatthere is no one "assimilation theory."

The term has been used by Bartlett to describe learning and memory for pictures

and folk stories, by Piaget,to describe the process by which knowledge grows in

developing humans, by Ausubel to describe expository learning from prose, by

myself to describe "meaningful learning" processes that result in creative

problem solving, and by many others. Unfortunately, there has not been uni-

versal agreement, however, on what process of learning is reflected in the term

"assimilation." Since. the work of each of the relevant authors is readily

available, I will focus my discussion of assimilation theory or my own version.

There are several basic ideas in an assimilation theory of learning which

are most relevant for an elaboration theory of instruction. (1) Meaningful

learning involves the following cognitive processes: the to-be-learned infot-

mation must be received by the learner (e.g., the learner must pay attention),

the learner must possess a relevant set of existing concepts which can be used

to assimilate the new material (e.g.,'the learner must possess an assimilative

set), the learner must actively use the assimilative set and integrate new

information with existing knowledge. (2) Instructional variables may influence

any one or more of these processes. For example, behavioral objectives and

9
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adjunct questions may affect what incoming information the learner pays attention

to; advance organizers may serve to provide an assimilative set; and discovery

or ptudent elaboration activities may serve to encourage active integration of

old and new knowledge. These all are, of course, empirical questions which must

continue to be tested and clarified. (3) Differences in the process4of learning

can result in structurally different learning outcomes even when identical

information is presented. Since the outcome of learning involves both the

stimulus materials and the cognitive structures to which the materials are

assimilated, it is possible that some learners may use one assimilative set

while others use another. In this case structurally different outcomes would

.7-result. ,Atr4,tural differences can be indicated not by differences in overall}re

- amo nt ;etained`but rather by differences in the pattern of transfer or the

patiern of recall performance by type of information.

Thefdregoing brief summary of assimilation theory provides an agenda for

\

work on elaboration theory. First, it would be useful for elaboration theorists

to explicitly describe the information processing variables (such as attention,

availability assimilative set, integration, etc.) that are affected by various

4,\ elaboration techniques such as sequencing and synthesizing. Next, wdescription

of the predicted learning outcome could be generated for cases in which the

technIqUe is or is not present. Predicted differences in learning outcomes should

be measured mit only in a quantitative way but also in a qualitative way--by this

I mean that if elaboration theory allows for broader more integrated outcomes

these 'hould be manifested'in the pattern of transfer performanCe and pattern of

recall by type of infotmation. To date, it appears that the authors of elabor-
e

\ation theorY have focused mainly on how much is learned rather than on what is

learned under elaboration techniques. Assimilation theory, provides very specific

predictions concerning interactions involving the degree of transfer, the ability

4\z1
f the learners, and the familiarity of the material. These may also be appli-

c ble to tests of elaboration theory.
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One final important link between elaboration theory and assimilation theory

concerns the respective roles of epitomes and advance organizers. Uuch of the

work on assimilation theory has involved a study of the effects of advance or-

ganizers on prose learning. In our own studies w have attempted to test the

claims that concrete analogical models provide an assimilative context and en-,

courage learners to map new information onto this context. The relationbe
these two ideas and elaboration theory's "sequencing" and "synthesizing" need to

be explored in riore detail. For example, one major research question in assimi-

lation theory concerns what are the features of a good advance organizer. Ausubel

argues that an outline is not a good advance organizer, for example. It strikes
f

me that the definition of a 'epitome should be consistent with what we know about

\

the characteristics of advance organizers, and should be tested in the same

ways.

Conclusion

I very much appreciate the opportunity to participate in this symposium.

Participating in this discussion has made me even more keenly aware of the need

for a cognitiye theory of instruction (as well as a cognitive theory of learning).

I encourage the developers of elaboration theory to continue their worthwhile

efforts and hope that there will be increased communication among all concerned.
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